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SCENE STARTS IN A THRONE ROOM IN THE CASTLE VIRES WHERE KING EDWARD IS THROWING A PARTY IN HONOR OF HIS BEST KNIGHT TOBIAH

KING EDWARD
Now everyone We all know why ive gathered you together today. Sir Tobiah
(King edward looks over and winks at Tobiah)
The great.

The camera zooms into tobiah blushing like a girl

KING EDWARD
Has once again slayed another monster. What was it this time an angry centaur?

TOBIAH
Well it was an Onocentaur, part human part ass. Well if you ask me it was more ass than human.

The whole throne room has a rich person chuckle

KING EDWARD
Oh you're always so silly Tobiah, But back to the ceremony I have a gift for you Tobiah

TOBIAH
(under his Breath) It better not be stockings this time.

KING EDWARD
For your services to the kingdom Vires I present you the Sword infectorem or inte for short. Made by the finest steel in the sweatshop located in Vulcan.

TOBIAH
I am honored my king, the little brown kids in Vulcan are the best Blacksmiths.

King edward hands tobiah the sword and he starts swinging it very recklessly.

KING EDWARD
You really should'nt swing that in here

TOBIAH
Why is this sword called inte, it should be called badass ass smasher destroyer sword.

Disregarding all his surroundings, swinging his new sword recklessly, he accidently slices the princes neck.
TOBIAH
Uh-oh spaghetti-os

KING EDWARD
My son, YOU IDIOT you just killed him.

TOBIAH
Now Ed please lets not be rash in my defence your son was a big dick.

The king goes to his dead son and starts to cry on his dead sons chest.

KING EDWARD
KILL HIM! And put his head on a pike!

Tobiah pulls out inte and fights the ten knights that were in the throne room. After he kills them all, he bolts out the door, with the whole city chasing behind him he runs for his life. In the distance he sees a sea and a raft by the shore. He gets on the raft and floats away from the mob, once he gets a safe distance he pulls down his pants and moons all the townspeople.

THE SCENE GOES INTO TOBIAH SUFFERING FOR FOUR DAYS STARVING AND DEHYDRATED ON THE RAFT.

TOBIAH
(Talking to himself) On the bright side everyone grows awesome lost at sea beards when their lost at sea.

Tobiah rolls over to see his reflection, only to see he has no facial hair.

TOBIAH
Shit bare as a babies ass. No thats okay beards are overated anyway!

Tobiah starts to throw a tantrum

TOBIAH
Damn it all I wanted was a beard but no the gods or genetics wernt on my side I guess. Which ever one exists.

In his pissed off stupor Tobiah nearly misses an island in the distance. But catches sight of it in the distance.
TOBIAH
Ah-ha land, it seems my luck has changed... Wait im not floating over there

Tobiah starts thrashing trying to steer himself over there but the tide is too strong. While he was focusing on the land ahead he didn't look where he was drifting, which was more land. Tobiah strikes the land hard and since it caught him off guard he was thrown at the feet of a peasant.

TOBIAH
Where am I?

PEASANT
You're in my shit hole

TOBIAH
Lovely

Tobiah gets up out of the peasants shit hole

TOBIAH
Now where am I?

PEASANT
Gullible asshole land!

TOBIAH
Thank you kind sir.

Tobiah shakes the peasants hand and walks past him with a big smile.

PEASANT
(under his breath) Dumb shit

TOBIAH
Damn im hungry who do I have to give a handy to for food around here.

Tobiah starts walking through the city looking for a pub, he passes bards singing a song of a prophecy, he passes a witch selling potions and then he finally see's a pub and walks in

BARTENDER
You're not from around here are you what brings you to greenbridge

TOBIAH
What's greenbridge?

BARTENDER
The land your on
TOBIAH
I thought this was called gulli...
Nevermind, Can you tell me about
Greenbridge?

BARTENDER
Its filled with mystical creatures
and assholes what do you want to
know?

TOBIAH
Well whose king here

BARTENDER
Actually thats pretty intresting
we have the first black king, King
Steve

Tobiah lets out a chuckle

BARTENDER
Something funny?

TOBIAH
(cowardly) No Steve is a very okay
name for a black man to have

BARTENDER
What is you're name traveler

TOBIAH
My name is Tobi...

Toby?

BARTENDER
Yes... my name is Toby.

BARTENDER
Why do I always serve the weirdos.
Okay what are you ordering

TOBY
Some red wine and mutton

BARTENDER
Alright it will be out soon enough

While Toby is waiting for his food he notices that a table
across the room from him are staring him down, at that table
he see's a cloackd man concealing his face, an ogre with
really small legs, an elf, a fool, and a mage. They seem to
be talking about him but before Toby gets too into it his
food gets there. Toby eats his food but see's that table is
still talking about him, right before he stands up to go
talk to them the bartender stops him.
BARTENDER
That will be five silver coins
Toby reaches in his pocket and feels nothing, he looks up and smiles at the bartender.

TOBY
You see the thing is
Toby runs for the door but gets side tackled by a guard. Toby gets up quick and draws his sword into but before he got in a fight the cloaked man drops five coins in the bartenders hand and says its on him. The cloaked man grabs toby and throws him in a backroom.

TOBY
Okay thanks and all but I'll be fine get out my way!

CLOAKED MAN
Sit down tobiah
The man grabs tobiah before he gets out the door and throws him in a chair.

TOBY
Okay how do you know my name?
The cloaked man removes his hood to show he is Tobiahs brother Bernard.

TOBY
Bernard this is where they sent you when you were banished from vires?

BERNARD
Indeed why are you here?

TOBY
Well I accidentally slit the prince throat so I ran away to here.

BERNARD
Oh that guy was a dick

TOBY
Agreed

BERNARD
Thats way worse than what I did

TOBY
You banged the kings horse

BERNARD
I wanted a centaur child dammit.

TOBY
It doesn't work that way!
BERNARD
Then how does it work?

TOBY
Well you see... Well I dont know
either but I know thats not the way

BERNARD
Anyway are the kings soldiers
looking for you?

TOBY
I don't know probably so call me
Toby for now on incase they are.

BERNARD
Kind of similar dont you think?

TOBY
I guess but I really like my name,
it's not gay like the name Bernard

BERNARD
Whatever man screw you lets just go
gsit at the table.

TOBY
Yah I want to meet your weird
looking friends.

Toby and Bernard walk to the table full of Bernards weird
looking friends.

BERNARD
This is Cedric the elf, Bob the
mage, Draug the Ogre, and Terrin
the Fool. Guys this is my brother
Toby

TERRIN
Well Im a Jester, not a fool

CEDRIC
Same thing! You fool

DRAUG
Hey Toby you and your brother seem
to have a lot in common your both
ugly as shit.

Toby pretends to laugh but turns around real quick and sheds
a tear.

TOBY
So, Terrin whats it like being a
fool

TERRIN
I'll kill you!
Terrin jumps across the table and grabs Toby trying to strangle him. Draug picks up Terrin and sits him down.

BOB
Yah umm... Terrin has anger issues

TERRIN
Sorry, sometimes I lose control I do have an anger problem.

TOBY
Well You could've fooled me

The whole table looks at him like he's retarted for that joke. Toby turns around again and sheds another tear.

TOBY
So Draug what's life like being an ogre

DRAUG
Well im an ogre so try to guess. Did you guess pretty shitty?

CEDRIC
Draugs life consist of Drinking, working out, and eating out asses

DRAUG
I don't eat booty no more

BERNARD
For good reasons too

THE SCENE GOES TO A FLASHBACK SHOWING DRAUG DRUNK GOING INTO BOBS HOUSE

Draug stumbles around Bob's house looking for Bob's sister room. He stumbles in a room and starts eating booty, after he is done he says.

DRAUG
That's the Best I've ever had

Bob's sister moves her head to show her face, but it is Bob instead

BOB
Me too!

THE SCENE GOES BACK INTO REAL TIME

Draug has a look of disgust on his face

DRAUG
Im going to the out house

Draug rushes out of the bar
TOBY
So what's your deal Bob, you gay or
something I mean no judgement.

BOB
No I'm bi all mages are we honestly
would screw rocks if they had holes

Cedric is laughing really hard

TOBY
I feel like I'm getting dumber
talking to you guys

BERNARD
Hey We should go check on Draug and
see what's up.

They all leave to the outhouse where they find Draug hanging
from the bathroom ceiling squirming around

DRAUG
Get me down!

BERNARD
Damn it Draug you know your neck is
too thick to hang yourself

CEDRIC
Okay I'll cut fat neck down

Cedric cuts the rope and draug falls down

BERNARD
I really wish you wouldn't keep
trying to kill yourself, It's sad.

BOB
And when you're hanging from the rope
like that we can't help but laugh so
please stop.

DRAUG
I know I think at this point I just
like swinging from the ceiling

They all walk back to the table

CEDRIC
So Toby why are you here broke and
skinny like a peasant.

TOBY
Wait are we not going to
acknowledge that the ogre just
tried to kill himself?
BOB
Aww he does it once a week, his necks too fat to snap, he actually usually caves the ceiling in.

The scene shows a flashback of Draug trying to hang himself but it caves the ceiling in.

CEDRIC
So Toby back to why you're here?

TOBY
Well I havent asked about you yet

Cedric just shakes his head in discontent

TOBY
Well if you have to know, I was just chilling in the kingdom vires yah know killing monsters and shit, and then I "accidently" killed the kings son and all of a sudden im a bad guy. Bullshit right?

TERRIN
Thats why im here, I accidently killed the prince at deerwood. They forced me to move here and get a job as a jester. Man life sucks the big one don't it?

CEDRIC
You're just as smart as Terrin Toby you should take pride in that.

BERNARD
Terrin is right though you do need a job so you can have some money

TOBY
Well hows the job market

CEDRIC
In this economy are you shitting me?

TOBY
Well whats your job Draug

DRAUG
Upper body Body builder I get the knights in shape.

TOBY
What about lower body

Toby looks down at Draugs legs to see baby legs.
Toby
Ohh

Bernard
I told him he should stop skipping leg day

Cedric
The only way to defeat him is to sweep the leg

Bob
His achilles heel is his heel...
And foot and leg

Toby
Draug do you walk on your hands to get around town or what?

Bob
Zing, Somebody's in the hotseat.

Cedric
I like your brother Bernard

Toby
So Bob how do you make money

Bob
Dude im a mage people pay for me to do magic and shit

Toby
Oh well I guess that makes sense

Terrin
Ya dumbass!

Toby
How do you get money Cedric?

Cedric just shakes his head in discontent

Toby
What about you Bernard

Bernard
Well I sell wine

Bob
Makes since you wine like a bitch

Bernard starts looking away pretending that it didn't hurt

Toby
Well shit what am I suppose to do
CEDRIC
Well Mr. Smart how about go looking for a job

TOBY
Pfft Mr. Smart not even a good one
dick nose

BERNARD
Toby just go looking for a job

TOBY
Okay you guys are right

Toby tops off his drink and walks out of the bar in search of a job. When he walks out he see's a bunch of little black gangster dwarfs robbing a person.

TOBY
I could try but I wouldn't fit in.

Toby passes by a whore house

TOBY
I'd rather not but if times get tough I'll be back

Toby see's a painter getting a lot of money for his painting and has a flash back to when he was a kid painting

TOBY'S MOM
That's a lovely horse you painted there Tobiah

TOBY
It's suppose to be an apple.

Toby starts crying and the flashback fades

TOBY
Shit

Toby see's an opening for a horse neutering job and has a vision of him cutting off a horses balls. When he picks up the horses balls to cut them off he see's his face in both of the balls and throws them back down. The vision fades

TOBY
Damn it!

Toby walks over to the message board to see if there is any more open jobs at the moment. While he is looking he starts to overhear two men talking on his left of the message board.

CAIN
So King Steve will give 600 coins to the person that slays it?
JON
Yes but it's too dangerous we can't risk it.

CAIN
For someone who can regenerate you sure are a bitch.

JON
Do you really want to fight a minotaur?

CAIN
Nope but we need the money!

TOBY
Umm excuse me kind sirs did I overhear you say that if you fight this minotaur and slay it you will gain 600 coins.

JON
Yea but anybody that's tried has been eaten, this town could really benefit from a monster slayer.

TOBY
I'll slay it easy and take all the coin for myself.

CAIN
Wait let us come with you we'll split it three ways.

JON
I've always wanted to be in a threeway... Or a two way.

Jon looks down in sadness

TOBY
Sorry I kill alone.

CAIN
Please were starving and we went broke two days ago.

TOBY
Sorry guys I have a date with destiny and you guys are cockblocking me.

Toby leaves and goes into the woods to find the minotaur

TOBY
Okay if I was a big horned piece of shit where would I hide?
Just then the ground starts to shake and Toby see's the back of the minotaur walking in the woods. Toby sneaks up behind it and stabs its heel the beast releases a big roar and kicks Toby all the way back to the feet of Cain and Jon.

JON
(laughing) How'd you kill it so fast

CAIN
Well did that date with destiny end in ass rape

TOBY
Screw you guys that thing is huge

CAIN
Exactly you need our help

JON
YOU NEED IT!

TOBY
Okay fine you guys can come, we can split it three ways

JON
Looks like destiny is about to get some triple penetration

Toby and Cain look in disgust at Jon

JON
What I thought that was the thing we were doing

CAIN
Shut up jon

The three of them start following tobys marks on the ground from being kicked to get to the minotaur

CAIN
So how big is it

TOBY
Like 10 inches, nothing to brag about but

CAIN
I mean the minotaur dumbass

TOBY
Ohh pretty damn big

JON
Hey guys if it's so big shouldn't it be called a bigotaur instead of a minotaur
Jon starts laughing really hard while Toby and Cain stay unamused.

**TOBY**
Why do you hang out with this guy?

**CAIN**
He saved my life and I've regretted it since

**TOBY**
So if he saved your life he must be good at fighting right

**CAIN**
Not exactly watch this.

Cain pulls out a knife and chops off Jon's arm.

**JON**
Oww damn you Cain

**TOBY**
What the shit did you do that for!

**CAIN**
Shhh

Jon's arm starts to grow back

**TOBY**
WITCHCRAFT!

**CAIN**
Kind of he's immortal

**JON**
Momma say's im special

**CAIN**
We all know you're special Jon

**TOBY**
Okay so you're Cain and Immortal man is Jon

**CAIN**
Indeed what's yours

**TOBY**
Toby

**CAIN**
Dont you mean Tobiah

Toby pulls his sword out and gets ready to kill Cain and Jon

**TOBY**
How do you know of that name?
CAIN
Please Vires is going crazy about the prince killer Tobiah and your dumbass thinks you're going to trick us with a name like Toby. It's only three letters off c'mon man. Now the question is are we going to kill you and accept the huge reward in Vires instead of killing this Minotaur.

TOBY
You can try but make it quick I hate awkward tension

CAIN
You just found out my friend here is immortal and you still believe you can take us. Well you sure are stupid but were not going to kill you Tobiah.

TOBY
Now why should I believe that

CAIN
May be hard to believe but I hate Vires more than I hate being poor so you're fine with me.

JON
And you're fine to me!

TOBY
That sounded weird, you should've really phrased that better Jon

CAIN
I agree shut up Jon

Toby sheaths his sword

TOBY
If you guys try anything funny I'll kill you

JON
So no jokes?

Toby slices off Jon's arm again

TOBY
I believe were getting pretty close to it now

CAIN
What makes you say that
Toby points at a giant minotaur standing right in front of them.

CAIN
Oh.

JON
I think I took a shit out of my dick... Nope it was out my ass like usual

TOBY
Run!

Toby, Cain and Jon start to run with the minotaur charging right behind him.

JON
How are we going to get away?

CAIN
I got an Idea

Cain pulls out his spear and stabs Jon in the kneecap to where he can't run anymore.

JON
Assholes!

TOBY
Good plan

Toby and Cain highfive while getting to a safe distance from the minotaur beating the hell out of Jon.

CAIN
So what's the plan now that we have time to think

TOBY
I can't think over Jon's annoying screams

CAIN
You're right let's move to a more quiet place. There's a tree stump over there we can think there.

TOBY
Swell plan

Toby and Cain go sit on the tree stump and ponder for about two minutes while you can see Jon getting destroyed in the background.

TOBY
I got it you distract him while I climb up his back to his cabeza and stab the mess out of it.
CAIN
Good plan when you grab on I’ll spear him in the face

TOBY AND CAIN
1..2..3.. BREAK!

Toby sneaks around to the back of the minotaur while it's busy killing Jon. When he grabs on to its leg to climb up it Cain throws a spear into the minotaurs eye. The minotaur releases a loud roar and starts chasing Cain while Toby keeps climbing up his back. When Toby gets to the top of his head he starts repeatedly stabbing it until the minotaur shakes him off and he hits the ground hard. He looks up with hazy vision but can see the blur of the minotaur coming to finish him off but before it does Cain gets in the way and starts protecting him. The minotaur delivers a huge blow to Cain and then the minotaur picks Cain up and swallows him whole. Toby gains full awareness and starts to charge at the minotaur but before he gets to it the minotaur just falls down. Toby and Jon walk up to see what happened

JON
What the hell happened

TOBY
It had to be Cain from the inside

JON
But he can't be dead he was my only friend

Jon falls to his knees and cries, Toby looks down in despair and puts his arm on Jon's shoulder

TOBY
He was a good man

The minotaur starts to release gas for about 30 seconds and then he starts shitting and out comes cain covered in blood and shit

CAIN
Damn I've figuratively been a piece of shit my whole life but never literally

JON
CAIN!

Jon runs over and hugs Cain. Cain shoves him off

CAIN
Release me homo

JON
(Crying)We both thought you were dead
CAIN
You both are dumber than minotaur shit

TOBY
Well right now you are minotaur shit so stay away from me

CAIN
You sure you couldn't use a shit hug

TOBY
I will put you back in that asshole

THE SCENE GOES TO JON AND TOBY SITTING AT THE BAR

Cain walks in the door all clean and with a big bag

CAIN
I got our reward coins

TOBY
Good lets split it in thirds

JON
I should get more than both of you, you guys used me as minotaur bait

TOBY AND CAIN
Naw

TOBY
Well I got to find an inn to stay in for the night.

CAIN
Toby before you leave we got to talk about something

TOBY
What is it?

CAIN
We have alot of money now but it will only last us so long.

TOBY
Yah we'll need to find jobs

CAIN
Well I was talking to king Steve when I got the reward, and he said there are actually a lot of monsters in greenbridge and he will fund us if we slay any he wants.

TOBY
Sounds like the tits
He also got us a cool office

Double tits

CAIN
So both you guys in

JON AND TOBY

Hell yah!

The three cheer their ale mugs together

THE END.